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/I>Several books teach COM and COM+, but this is one of the first to focus on COM/COM+ issues

from a developer's perspective.
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Beginning with the very first chapter, this book blew me away with the attention to detail. I not only

learned the semantics of COM and associated technologies, but I understood the background and

progression of the language, which to me is asset that is important to any serious developer

interested in this area. Using real world analogies, Pradeep gives the ability to relate the paradigm

to things that anyone can relate to.Do not hesitate to purchase this book if you are not familiar with

COM and want to be able to start from the beginning. This book would also be excellent for a COM

programmer migrating to COM+ because of the structure of the presentation.Excellent read! It was

worth more than the price!Background Needed: C++ (preferably Visual C++), Windows 2000.

This book offers a rapid introduction to the traditional COM framework, but spends most of its rigor

on the services of COM+. Example code is clear, concise, and most of all, consistent. Many of the

points brought up describe various pitfalls and bugs that lie outside the scope of a typical reference

book. The mechanics of COM/COM+ are also explained in enough technical detail to keep most

curious developers happy. Sections are formatted in a way that explains how to implement a

particular service, then how the framework can do it for you. It's a very constructive way to become



familiar with the material and definitely a worthwhile addition to your COM library.

Not only the author knows COM+ in detail, he also knows how to express the ideas very well. The

book covers in enough details all the aspects of COM+. The examples are easy to understand. I

recommend this book to anyone who is interested in learning COM and COM+.

I found this book to be an excellent reference from the minute I opened it. I began by paging through

the chapters but almost immediately found areas that helped with the project I was currently working

on.Unlike most books that spend the first several chapters covering basic topics that are covered by

every other book, this one actually presented a more concise and in depth look at those topics. The

chapter on IDL was well worth the reading.This is difinately not a book for the beginner or for those

looking to use languages other than C++. I did find some pieces questionable. The authors

implementation of a resource sharing mechanism seems unnecessary. Why is it that authors know

how to write better code than anyone else?

This book is ideal for beginning to develop applications and for the need for a better understanding

of the different COM aspects. The variety of examples is however limited and builds upon previous

shown examples. However the author limits the need of useless repeating. Read this book if you

want to understand the different tools but for real development the book is not practical enough.
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